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“There has never been 
a better time to start 
working for yourself.

Seize the opportunity 
today!”Need some extra cash quickly? Here is a list of 101 ways you can generate some 

quickly. Some need specialist skills, but most are ones that could put cash in your back 
pocket by the middle of next week. As always don’t just take the idea as you read it, 
put your thinking cap on. Could you adapt this to suit your locality? Who is offering this 
service at the moment? Who else could you sell it to? How can you stand out from the 
crowd? How will you find customers?

Your most important tool is Google – research each idea carefully by using the incredibly powerful 
Google search engine. Within seconds you’ll have the information you need to get started. Best of luck, 
and let us know how you get on. Turn over to discover these money making ideas ☞
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01
Make money taking paid Online 

Surveys – Free Membership

Lots of large companies need information on what every consumer thinks about 
their products and that is where you come in. You can make between £10.00 to 
£100.00 daily taking surveys from reputable sites. Always remember that the 
genuine sites offer free membership for example visit www.vindale.com, www.
acop.com and there are many more.

02
Make money blogging

Still on making money online, have you ever considered blogging? One good thing 
about blogging is the fact that you don’t even have to spend any money –only 
use your time. Making use of www.blogger.com, you can set up a blog and start 
posting relevant information in minutes. Choose a topic that really interests 
you, ideally one that has lots of paid ads on the Google page when you search on 
that topic. Over time, you are able to build up a good number of followers and 
go on to make money on your blog through pay per click ads.

03
Make money selling on eBay

Being a seller on eBay means one thing to most people – opportunity to make 
lots of money working from home. You don’t necessarily have to have capital to 

become a seller on this site since you can start by signing up on www.ebay.com 
and posting most of the unwanted items in your home for sale on the site. You 
can do this part time or full time if you wish and still make a reasonable income. 
You can also sell items for other people. Start with a few items and see how 
easy it is – then research the goods that are the best sellers.

04
Make money with affiliate marketing

Affiliate marketing has always been a major money making idea online. Affiliate 
marketing means selling products on behalf of the manufacturer or any other 
person. You can do this by writing articles and posting on article directories with 
links that send the readers to the manufacturer’s website where if purchase is 
made, you are given an agreed percentage from the purchased product. Look 
at www.clickbank.com 

05
Make money through ironing services

If you desire to stay at home and at the same time make reasonable income, 
you should consider going into ironing services. In this case, there should be a 
space in your home that is set aside mainly for this activity. This area should be 
pet free, smoke free and child free in order for you to achieve the best result. 
If you have grown up children at home, they can even help out by emptying the 
bags and helping you sort the clothes by colour and fabric. You can also offer 
home service to some of your clients.
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06
Make money by starting a 
window cleaning service

There is no limit to the amount you can make on a daily or weekly basis starting 
a window cleaning service, as long as you are ready to work hard. Best of all, you 
choose the hours you want work and then have complete control over your life 
and daily activities. All you need to start is a mop, bucket and a mop extension. 
Technology has made it possible for the use of ‘reach and wash’ systems which 
has effectively eliminated the use of a ladder.

07
Make money by making gift hampers

Have you ever considered making gift hampers for your loved ones during festive 
seasons and special occasions? You can also make these hampers for profit and 
the good thing is the fact that all you need do is learn some wrapping techniques 
and you are ready to start. Buy a few wicker baskets and purchase and wrap 
items that you know can easily sell. You can make a start by selling to your 
neighbours, friends, families and colleagues.

08
Make money by starting an office cleaning service

A lot of people are making money today through office cleaning services they 
offer to businesses. You don’t have any upfront expenses, you can simply start 

with the vacuum cleaner you already have at home, a bucket and mop, cleaning 
liquid and few cloths for drying surfaces and windows. Your efficiency is sure 
to bring you good recommendations and in turn, more cleaning jobs and more 
money. 

09
Make money writing articles and web content

Each time people go online, most of what they look for is information. Are you 
skilled enough to supply them with this information? If you are, then good money 
can be earned as a freelance writer for magazines, website owners, associations 
and individuals. You can sign up with sites like www.elance.com, www.odesk.
com, www.getafreelancer.com, www.guru.com, www.peopleperhour.com and 
you are sure to make a good income.

10
Make money selling ebooks

You don’t need good writing skills to sell ebooks. You can either hire a writer 
to write the content of the ebook and pass the copyright over to you; then you 
can publish and sell the ebook, or you can you make good money by selling the 
ebooks for publishers on a commission basis because there are many people 
who need this information supplied daily. 
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11
Make money being a Quizmaster

By creating and supplying quiz questions to charities, fundraisers, clubs and 
even schools, you are on your way to making good money. All it takes is finding 
out what your client needs, compiling the questions and answers and then send 
back to them for their approval and payment.

12
Make money through massage therapy

This is one activity that most privileged people engage in and one good thing 
about it is the fact that they pay well for it. After completing some training and 
obtaining the appropriate qualification, you can use a spare room in your home 
or rent a small studio. With time, your skill will bring in more clients and more 
money.

13
Make money being an event planner

Working as event planners have helped several individuals take care of 
themselves and their families. You can start by approaching people in your 
neighbourhood who are intending to host parties and offer them your services 
of booking venues, decorating and if possible, providing food and drinks. You can 
make good money from doing this.

14
Make money being a virtual assistant

There is hardly a field now where a ‘virtual assistant’ is not needed. Most of the 
time some of the skills that are required of you, includes but is not limited to, 
sending emails, telephone operations and managing online messaging systems. 
If you are you a good researcher or fast typist then you are ideal for this role.

15
Make money house sitting

There are several households out there that need many areas of managing the 
home that include garden maintenance, taking care of the pets, collection of mail, 
and lots more; this can be done offline and you can offer them your services at 
an agreed price. An online site you can also use is www.housecarers.com that 
is useful to both service providers and clients.

16
Make money offering website analysis 

A lot of webmasters need SEO (Search Engine Optimization) website analysis 
but are constrained financially. You can start by offering them a free website 
analysis. When they find out that you have solved their website problems and 
thereby saving them valuable time –the time lost does not generate their income 
- they will not hesitate recommending their friends to whom you can then offer 
your services – of course for a fee. 
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17
Make money by forum posting

This is another method through which webmasters drive traffic to their website. 
All you need do is post daily or weekly on certain forums with a link that takes 
readers back to the webmaster’s website. Sometimes you are also paid to 
post comments directly on to the webmaster’s own website as well as their 
Facebook and Twitter pages. 

18
Make money selling scrap metals

You can easily start at home. Are there old tyre trims in your garage? What 
about those other metal parts of the car that were changed while the car was 
being serviced in the garage? Even metals from a broken barbeque can make 
up the list of metals. Gather as much as you can, then sell off at a good price.

19
Make money as a graphic designer

You may not believe this but there are lots of genuine websites online like www.
elance.com, www.odesk.com, www.getafreelancer.com, www.guru.com, www.
peopleperhour.com and several others where after a free registration, you are 
linked up with buyers who need service providers in the area of graphic design. 
You can be located in Australia and work for somebody in the United States, it’s 
that simple.

20
Make money selling custom animal ID tags

You can do this by either floating your own website through a website designer 
or you can use free software to build your own website. On the other hand, you 
can sell these items as an affiliate by writing and publishing information about 
animal ID tags and including links back to the manufacturer’s site where you are 
paid a commission if a purchase is made.

21
Make money walking dogs

You can begin by designing brochures and business cards. Start by advertising 
in your neighbourhood that you can walk, groom and spend time with their dogs 
for a fee. All your contact information should be on the brochure including your 
phone number and email address.

22
Make money as a travel writer

If you are one of those who has travelled to several places, especially abroad, 
then it is an opportunity for you to make money. You can offer tips to those 
wishing to travel to those areas you have been to. Yes, you can make money as 
a travel writer by signing up with some sites like www.elance.com, www.odesk.
com, www.getafreelancer.com, www.guru.com, www.peopleperhour.com.
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23
Make money being a personal concierge

Are you an organised person who is always ready to help people out? Then you 
can make money as a personal concierge doing what you love – helping people 
out. You do for them those things they are unable to do for themselves but this 
time, it is done for a fee. You can start within your neighbourhood and progress 
through their recommendations. Helen, one of the finalists on “The Apprentice”, 
put this forward as an idea for Lord Sugar and was shot down in flames – while 
it was not a big enough venture for him its an ideal start from home business.

24
Make money researching for people

On a daily basis, there are people out there who are in need of information 
on one topic or another but do not have the time or means of getting such 
information. Somebody might want to write a book but do not know how or 
where to gather the needed information. You offer the person your services at 
a price. This can be done both offline and online. www.elance.com is good place 
to look for work but best to start in an area you know really well.

25
Make money offering local wedding guide services

You can effectively do this offline and online. If online, you need a website where 
you list your services in the areas of florist, venues, car hire, suit hire, dress 

hire and many more. If offline, you can print adverts and distribute. You can even 
demonstrate your skills by starting with a family member’s wedding. We know 
of one guy who produced a website “Weddings in Cyprus” where he gave useful 
information and then sold leads to the local suppliers when his readers needed 
quotes for flowers, cars, venues, cakes, hotels etc.

26
Make money being a private tutor

You do not need a degree to do this type of job. If you have knowledge in specific 
areas or disciplines you can make good use of this knowledge by offering to be 
a private tutor to your neighbours’ children. In a case where you are a mother, 
the parents of other children in your child’s school can also be approached and 
you can offer them your services at an agreed fee. If you live in an area that still 
has Grammar schools 11+ tutoring can be very rewarding – we know one lady 
who hires a church hall every Saturday in the term time and has 10 pupils at 
£20 each for 2 hours – she does 9.00 -11.00 and 11.00 -13.00 and clears 
£400 for a mornings work.

27
Make money through an inbound call centre

There are lots of companies today that are interested in hiring as many outside 
workers as possible to handle most of their office needs which includes taking 
customers’ calls. One good thing about this type of job is that you can do it 
conveniently in the comfort of your own home as a call centre agent.
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28
Make money with a Van

If you are among those who own a van and you are in need of money, have you 
ever considered the possibility of making money using this van? Within your 
locality, there are people who may need to move one thing or another from one 
place to the other. A reliable “MAN+VAN” can make good money on a part-time 
or full time basis.

29
Make money with Amazon

Yes, you can actually make income from Amazon. Take a visit to www.amazon.
com and take a tour through the site. You have the opportunity to build sites 
there and create ads, banners and other things that will earn you money. You 
can even create an aStore and stock it with books for sale on the particular 
subject that interests you most. Steer clear of best selling fiction there’s no 
money in it.

30
Make money creating a website directory

You can make money by creating a website where other peoples’ websites can 
be listed. Although you can offer a free listing, you should concentrate more 
on offering paid listings which can be categorised into basic paid listings and 
premium paid listings. While the websites receive traffic, you earn money. 

31
Make money with YouTube

YouTube is one of the best things that has happened in this internet era. Are 
there skills you have that could earn you money? Create videos of yourself 
explaining these skills, making sure you include your contact details like phone 
number, email address etc. Finally, upload these videos on YouTube and before 
you know it, you will be receiving calls from those who need your services.

32
Make money writing poetry for greeting cards

Are you gifted in the art of poetry? Can you write catchy sentences on almost 
any topic? Can you write up words that could be joyful, funny and emotional or 
heart warming? If you answer yes to these questions, then you can make money 
writing for greeting card manufacturers. There are several sites online that 
need and pay for such services.

33
Make money designing and selling 

handmade jewellery

Are you one of those people who enjoy everything about crafts? Do you have an 
eye for details? Then you can make money by designing and selling handmade 
jewellery. You can start small by making some for your family members and 
friends and gradually progress to making for other people at agreed prices.
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34
Make money entering and winning competitions

There are several opportunities of competitions online that include, but are 
not limited to, the ones where you are required to answer questions that have 
multiple choices. Not only do you stand chances of winning cash, you can also 
win computers, free grocery, cars, holidays and lots more.

35
Make money being a Registrar reseller

There are several upcoming business owners who are interested in registering 
their domain names and owning a website but are at a loss how to start. 
Sometimes they go online to search for such services and at other times they 
use recommendations from other people. You could be the one that is being 
recommended if you have made a good impact as a reliable registrar reseller.

36
Make money generating leads for companies

It is a well known fact that every business depends on sales in order to survive 
and it does not really matter whether it is an offline or online business. You 
can make a good living by generating leads for these businesses. You can start 
locally by approaching business owners who are yet to go online. We have sold 
leads ourselves at over £100 per lead so don’t discount this idea as small beer 
– chose high priced products and services that have big margins.

37
Make money hosting a personal 

Fantasy Football League 

You can set up this league to have a paid membership. You can also introduce 
another dimension where people are allowed to pick their teams prior to a 
season – of course for a fee. 

38
Make money doing odd jobs for people

Whether you choose to do this on a part time or full time basis, there is every 
tendency that you could make good money by doing odd jobs for other people. 
You can start within your neighbourhood, finding out if there are any odd jobs 
they need to be done. You can then gradually move to other areas. Once you 
gain people’s trust, you have the opportunity to make a reasonable income.

39
Make money from woodworks

Have you ever heard of craft fairs? It is an opportunity for those who have the 
skills to carve boxes, doors, ornaments, plaques and lots more from wood. If 
you have any skill in this art, then you are definitely on your way to making good 
money, not only at fairs but carving for individuals at a fixed price.
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40
Make money generating leads 

for local estate agents

Due to the lucrative nature of the property market, the agents are always on the 
look out for properties to buy and resell. You can make money when you find a 
property that is for sale and link an estate agent to the property owner. Always 
make sure that you have agreed a price for these leads with the agent.

41
Make money by rebuilding expired sites

With this venture, you need to concentrate on sites that were already receiving 
quality traffic before they had expired. A lot of websites that are online sell off 
these expired websites at affordable prices. As soon as you purchase one, you 
start rebuilding the site into one you can conveniently earn money from, either 
through ads, banner clicks or sales of digital products. 

42
Make money by restoring aged wooden furniture

Do you know that those old wooden tables, chairs and shelves that are being 
dumped by their owners can actually be refurbished? If you are skilled in this 
area, you will make a good income from it because most people would welcome 
the idea of having their old furniture refurbished and save money at the same 
time.

43
Make money by locally advertising restaurants

How do you do this? You can start locally with the restaurants in your area by 
showing them proposals for advertising their services. You sell them the idea of 
offering discounts on certain meals and on specific days. Once you have reached 
an agreement you call all the clubs and societies in the area with details of the 
restaurant’s offers.

44
Make money through the sales of your artwork

Are you good at painting, sculpting, cartooning or drawing? If you are good at 
any or all of these arts, then you can earn a good income by selling your artwork. 
There are several instances where these kinds of services are needed in the 
magazines, newspapers and for individuals. 

45
Make money creating local business directory

The people who stand to benefit more from this type of service are those who 
have just moved to your area. Creating a directory of the local businesses with 
their contact details would go a long way to save most people the hassles 
of going from one street to the other, looking for where to get one or more 
services. You can distribute them door to door. 
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46
Make money advertising local businesses

There is hardly a business that does not need one form of advertisement or the 
other to survive. The issue is that most business owners, especially the new 
ones, do not have the money for TV and Media adverts. You can offer to promote 
their businesses amongst the locals, either verbally or through postcards.

47
Make money through pay per click arbitrage

This entails buying a product from one source and reselling it to another. How 
does it work? If you own a website, you can buy clicks from Google and set the 
ads in a way that when they are clicked on, the visitor is automatically redirected 
to another ad to which they click on, and you get paid for it.

48
Make money producing and selling candles

In starting this business, you would need wicks, wax and moulds to make a 
success of it. You can start with a few moulds and with the progress and profit 
made in the initial attempts you can then increase the number of candles you 
can make. You can produce both white and coloured candles and start your 
sales from your neighbourhood.

49
Make money by building your 

own online video website

The popularity of YouTube is one that has never diminished. You can also achieve 
almost the same feat by building an online video website and while people post 
their videos on it for free, you make money from the Google Adsense ads that 
will be placed on the site.

50
Make money writing adverts

If you are good at writing catchy titles and phrases, then you can make money 
writing adverts for lots of product owners. There are several sites where 
these product owners post their requests and service providers are given the 
opportunity to submit their proposals and if accepted, you do the work and get 
paid for it.

51
Make money by writing book reviews

If you search online, you will find out that there are several sites that pay people 
to write book reviews. Sites like www.constant-content.com and www.helium.
com allow you to make good income writing and selling book reviews. When it 
comes to www.constant-content.com, you set the price at which you want to 
sell your review.
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52
Make money writing email newsletters

Most times, businesses advertise their various products and services through 
email newsletters. If you are the creative type, you can make reasonable money 
by writing these email newsletters for the business owners who need them. You 
can quote for, and get such jobs on www.elance.com and www.guru.com.

53
Make money marketing offline businesses

You can offer your services to those offline businesses within your area. You 
can market their products and services by creating a custom website for them 
and posting articles related to what they offer. In consideration of all these, you 
agree on a fixed price with them which after building the website and posting 
content on it, you have some profit to fall back on.

54
Make money cleaning out bins

Bins are known to be a place for the leftovers, dirt and other passed ‘sell-by 
date’ foods and groceries. This goes a long way to explain why they always have 
a bad odour. If you can withstand the smell, you can make money cleaning out 
the bins for the various owners. You can also make good money weekly cleaning 
out the bins for your neighbours.

55
Make money offering local fashion tours services

If you like being a tour guide, then this type of money making idea is good for 
you. All it takes is for you to book people on tours - especially those who are new 
in the area - taking them to places where they can find the best and cheapest 
fashion houses around town – for a fee of course! A local lady charges £120 for 
a half day tour and shopping advice. 

56
Make money through your own coffee kiosk

There are lots of people out there who would give anything to have just a cup 
of coffee at a given time, any time. What happens if they are not at home or in 
their offices? They would simply walk into your coffee kiosk to satisfy their need 
for a cup of coffee. You can even add a delivery service to it.

57
Make money selling ad space on your car

If you are the type of person that is always out and about, you can start advertising 
products and services on the body of your car. A lot of companies would be glad 
to brand your car and use it as an advertising medium, especially if you reside 
in a commercial city or town. The warning here is not to pay companies to offer 
your car for advertising – best to sell it to local companies yourself - £200- 
£300 a year. The more unusual your car the better.
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58
Make money running a pet service firm

You will thrive more in this area of making money if you are a pet lover. You 
can start by offering your neighbours and friends this service. You can offer 
to groom, feed and walk their pets. You may still decide to only walk the pets, 
especially dogs but combining the services will make you more money.

59
Make money through a dropshipping website 

This is a money making idea where you have a website to promote products 
that are being sold by a given company. When an order is placed on your site 
and payment is made, you then place this order on the producing company’s 
website giving them the buyer’s full information including address. At the end 
of the transaction, you make a good profit and the more sales you make, the 
higher your income will be.

60
Make money offering house cleaning services

It is not news that there are people out there who do not take delight in personally 
cleaning their houses and they would gladly pay for such services. You can gain 
more customers if you are found to be trustworthy, responsible and reliable. Go 
ahead and set up that business today and start making good money.

61
Make money running 

a local grocery 
delivery service

In most modern families, both parents 
have 9-5 jobs that keep them away from 
the home most of the time making it 
impossible for them to engage in certain 
home activities which includes shopping 
for groceries. Imagine how delighted they 
would be to have someone trustworthy to 
shop for them – a small price to pay for 

such a great idea. You will need to be different from the supermarket delivery 
services though as they only charge £5 for delivery and sometimes its free.

62
Make money running a local 
restaurant delivery service

Several restaurants are known to offer takeaways to their customers. What 
difference would you make with your service? The difference is that instead of 
the customers coming to the restaurant to pick up the takeaways, you collect 
and send the takeaways to their various homes in return for a commission 
payment from the restaurants.. 
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63
Make money selling things you like

One sure way of making a success of a business is by making sure that you 
are passionate about the business you are going into. Do you have a love for 
flowers? Do you love food? If you have a love for flowers, you can do well as 
a florist and if you are one of those who love good food, you can make money 
starting up a restaurant business.

64
Make money cleaning swimming pools

It is true that owning a swimming pool is great, but when it comes to cleaning 
the owner may not have enough time. This is where you come in; offer your 
services of cleaning swimming pools, starting with your neighbours and friends. 
The word will spread by ‘word-of-mouth’ recommendation.

65
Make money connecting electronic devices

When it comes to families, there are lots of varied interests that include but 
are not limited to watching movies on television, playing electronic games, 
watching DVD movies etc. One problem most of these families have always had 
is connecting these electronic devices and they are willing to pay anyone for 
offering these services.

66
Make money selling lyrics and rap beats

If you are among the lucky ones who are endowed with musical talents, you can 
actually bring them to good use by writing and selling your lyrics. What about 
those rap beats you have been trying to perfect? They would surely make you 
good money if they are sold to the right people. 

67
Make money doing winter rescues

If you have the right vehicle, i.e. 4x4, you can actually rake in good money 
recovering vehicles for stranded owners. In most cases, it is very expensive 
calling up the towing services and if you should offer the same service but at 
far lower price, there is every possibility that most of the motorists would use 
your services.

68
Make money selling wildflowers

Have you ever been to a local craft shop or even a local gift shop and noticed that 
most of the flowers used on the works displayed are hand made wildflowers? 
These flowers always end up beautifying most craft items and for this reason, 
they are always in high demand. You can make money picking and selling these 
flowers although you will need to be careful of the law as many wild flowers are 
protected.
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69
Make money creating video montages

Creating video montages is not something that everybody can do and if you 
are skilled in this art, then you are on your way to making good money. Imagine 
cataloguing a couple’s special occasion i.e. Wedding Day, Christening, on video/
dvd and watching their faces as they savour the event with great amazement. If 
you are able to produce a video depicting the history of peoples’ lives, then they 
would gladly pay for it.

70
Make money as a travel agent

If you are one of those people who like travelling, you can conveniently become a 
cruise or travel agent. This entails the planning, arranging and booking of travels 
for companies, groups or even individuals. You can start locally and when you 
gain enough knowledge, you can expand your scope and make more money.

71
Make money doing interior design

This is especially for those who have a flair for decorating and a good eye for 
even the tiniest details. You can make good money as an interior designer by 
re-arranging, designing and giving specific and helpful decorating ideas to those 
who wish to make changes or improvements to their homes, especially those 
who do not have a clue as to how to decorate their home.

72
Make money writing and selling ‘how-to’ ebooks

E-books are presently rated as one of the most viable means of making good 
money, especially online, and it makes you more money if it contains content 
that would help to do things they know nothing about. Suggested topics could be 
on how to earn more writing, how to makeover your home etc. etc.

73
Make money painting house numbers

Yes, you can make money painting up house numbers on blurbs but before you 
initiate this, first take a tour of the neighbourhood to find out the houses that 
need such services and approach them by going to their homes or by giving 
them a call. They would gladly accept to let you do the work if they find out that 
you charge less than the commercial painting companies and at the same time, 
deliver good work.

74
Make money doing home inspection

This is another growing area where people can make good money. It entails 
working with companies specialised in local real estate and inspecting homes 
before and after the property is sold in order to determine its worth in the 
property market. You can also work on your own if you have the skills to make 
contacts personally. 
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75
Make money through lawn services

If you are the active type, you can make a good and steady income mowing 
lawns for people. You can start by getting a mower, print business cards and 
if possible, brochures in order to effectively market your skills to people. You 
can start with neighbours and friends and offer them your service at discounted 
rates. There’s extra money to be made in fertilizing, aerating and scarifying.

76
Make money through computer training

Do you think you are good with computers? Do you have the necessary skills 
that will be used to give good computer knowledge to other people? If you 
answer yes to these questions, then you can start earning good money giving 
people computer training. You can offer people one-on-one computer training 
right in their homes and offices. A lot of people who are not computer literate 
would be glad to pay for this service.

77
Make money through Photoshop

There are several blog owners who have content to post on their blogs but 
need pictures that will go along with such posts. You can make good money 
by searching and posting good pictures for these bloggers. You can easily get 
these clients on www.elance.com and other virtual worker’s sites.

78
Make money making and selling 

information products

Yes, you can make good money writing and selling information on specific tasks. 
If, for example, you have a good knowledge of gardening, you can write tips of 
how to effectively take care of certain plants and flowers and sell as information 
product at reasonable rates to those who need this important knowledge.

79
Make money through garage sales

Do you have electronics, clothes, shoes, sporting equipments, furniture, 
children’s toys, jewellery and lots of other clutter that you no longer need? Don’t 
just burn or throw them away, you can make good money by holding a garage 
sale. You can get in touch with your friends and neighbours who in turn would 
invite other people and you will find yourself making good money from selling 
things you no longer need.

80
Make money as a security guard

You can make money as a part time or full time security guard with a company 
or as an individual. You can even start looking for such opportunities within your 
own neighbourhood. There is every possibility that an opportunity would arise, 
especially if you are well known as somebody who can be trusted.
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81
Make money as a freelance photographer 

There is good money to be made from working in this field. There are various 
events that you may attend and realise that there is no official photographer 
present to cover the event. You see the possibility of making money by snapping 
and printing while they wait and taking digital pictures for participants of such 
events. You can also approach people who are planning a Wedding, a Birthday 
or Christening and offer to photograph the occasion. If you are able to produce 
good shots, then you are on your way to making a steady income through 
freelance photography.

82
Make money through roadside sales 

There are people who make good money on a daily basis selling one or more 
items on the roadside to motorists and passengers. You can sell things like 
bottled soft drinks, bottled water, caps, mobile phone holders, mobile phone 
chargers, snacks, shoes and lots of other items that people need on daily basis 
but do not have the chance to go shopping for them.

83
Make money hairdressing 

If you have skills in hairdressing, then you can make good money by dressing 
people’s hair. There are several people who do not have the time to go to 
hairdressing saloons to have their hair done and they would be more than glad 
to pay for a home service, especially if you can give them what they require.

84
Make money babysitting 

This job is not for you if you don’t feel comfortable in the midst of children. 
There are several working mothers in your neighbourhood that may need 
assistance when it comes to taking care of their children. You can offer them 
your services at a price based on how good you are, and from your references 
and recommendations received.

85
Make money through franchise business 

You can make money running a franchise business. One good thing is that there 
are several areas where you can diversify; this includes for example, restaurants 
and grocery shops. You can even go into book distribution majoring on children’s 
books. You can pay visits to schools in order to increase awareness of the 
business you do and also generate more income. 

86
Make money running a launderette 

Yes, you can rent a small space and offer laundry services to people within the 
neighbourhood. You can target an area where students and occupiers of small 
flats and houses live, mainly due mainly to the fact that they do not own their 
own washing machines and your services would be greatly appreciated. You can 
even make more income by selling soft drinks and snacks to them while they 
wait for their laundry to be done. 
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87
Make money by owning an Internet Café 

The advancement in technology has made it possible for a lot of innovations to 
be enjoyed which includes but is not limited to the internet. There are lots of 
people out there who do not have personal access to the internet and you can 
make money by opening an Internet Café where they can pay and access the 
internet in order to check their emails and carry out other activities.

88
Make money with domain management services 

There are people who have several domains but have a problem of managing the 
various domains especially when it comes to renewing them. You can create a 
website and offer services that help them to manage these domains and also 
renew them automatically for them for a price.

89
Make money through a topical content website 

If you are good at writing, is there any topic or particular niche you love writing 
about and have a broad knowledge of? If you are, you can create a website 
and post articles mainly on this niche. You can make money from the site by 
promoting products and books from sites like www.clickbank.com and www.
cj.com, and also by placing ads on the web pages.

90
Make money through a link building service

In most cases, the popularity of a website depends mainly on link building. The 
higher the quality links, the better rankings a site will maintain on the various 
search engines. Since most webmasters do not have the time to initiate link 
building on their own, you can offer them your services at a fixed fee, they would 
be glad to pay to get what they need.

91
Make money building custom WordPress themes 

When it comes to blogging, WordPress is becoming more and more popular 
among bloggers. If you have a good knowledge of WordPress, you would surely 
make good money building custom WordPress themes for those bloggers who 
intend to monetise or personalise their WordPress blogs.

92
Make money reselling web host 

Yes, you can make extra money when you buy and resell web host. All you do 
is make a pact with a company that offers web host services. You can buy web 
space from the company and resell to others in smaller portions. You can also 
opt to refer people to them and pay a commission on sales made.
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93
Make money renting out houses 

The property market is one that is very vast. Do you know that you can actually 
make good money by buying houses and renting them out to prospective tenants? 
You even stand a chance of making more profit if the house is located within a 
thriving urban area, and equipped with more modern facilities.

94
Make money investing in the Stockmarket 

You first have to find out the necessary information concerning the Stockmarket 
before making your investment. There are several websites online that are 
geared towards giving every beginner the much needed guidance to make a 
success of this venture. As long as you choose the right shares, you will be a 
success.

95
Make money buying and selling property

Although there are cases of rise and fall in this market, you can always make 
great money if you play it carefully. All you need to do is buy a property, apply 
little touches to it if necessary and then you sell it at a price higher than what 
you originally bought it for plus any money spent on improvements.

96
Make money trading binary options 

This is a popular trading option which does not require you to go into extensive 
research. In this type of trading, you are given two possible outcomes of the 
trading which could be losing all or winning all. It takes careful trading and with 
time, you can master the skills of the trading and make good money from it.

97
Make money through forex trading 

It does not make much of a difference whether you have limited knowledge or 
you are a professional in forex trading. It does not take long to master the ropes 
of this trading by starting small, and then you can make larger investments that 
are sure to yield good dividends.

98
Make money with a website 

There are several ways through which you can make money with a website. 
Do you want to blog? Are you interested in affiliate marketing? Do you have 
products to sell or even advertisements to place? All it takes is following very 
simple guidelines and dedicating time to creating keyword rich content for the 
purpose of driving traffic to the website. The more effort you put in to building 
your website, the higher your chances of making good and real money from it.
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99
Make money translating

Another easy way of making money is by translating documents. Many people 
need to translate their documents into another language and you can make 
good money facilitating them. Websites like freetranslationclassifieds.com offer 
free registration to advertise your services. There are all types of documents 
that need to be translated like the marketing material, educational information, 
books, medical support, scientific data and much more.

100
Make money flipping websites 

This money making idea involves building a website that has the potential to 
make good money and has reasonable traffic associated with it. All this can 
be achieved by integrating affiliate links, paid advertising and Google Adsense 
into the website. With all these taken care of, you put the website up for sale 
and you will be amazed at how much you make from selling the already made 
website to a webmaster or affiliate marketer.

101
Making money as a Mystery Shopper

Not everyone enjoys shopping but how about if you were getting paid up to £20 
and £100 in a single day to shop? Sounds interesting, eh? Then try your hand 
at making money as a “mystery shopper” and try out new restaurants, stay in 
fancy hotels, get pizza delivered at your place and much more for no cost at 

all. You will not only get paid to shop, but you will also be an undercover agent 
for companies. In order to improve customer service, many companies hire 
mystery shoppers to evaluate their products and services. Website that offer 
this opportunity include: moneymagpie.com, cybershoppers.nopworld.com, 
retaileyes.co.uk . So, shop and dine, till you drop.

If you like these 
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for more proven 
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your own boss!
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